King James Bible Word Search: 100 Word Search Puzzles With 250 Inspirational Bible Verses In Jumbo Print
**Synopsis**

"The recipient loved it as it is large print and he doesn’t need to wear his reading glasses when doing the word searches."  "This is a very nice large-sized, large-print puzzle book that feels good in your hands. Could be given as a gift or awarded as a prize."  

UPDATE: The REVISED version is available now. Thanks to customer feedback, we were able to identify and correct the errors in the original version. Thanks again to our great customers!  

UPDATE: The ELEVENTH puzzle book in our King James Bible Word Search series, King James Bible Word Search (Mark), is available now. Thank you so much for your support!  

Our grandmother, in her nineties at the time, had trouble reading the Bible word search book we got for her, even though it had the largest print of any available in our local book store. So we decided to produce Bible puzzle books that are truly easy on the eyes, with JUMBO print and a spacious layout. We hope you enjoy our design. Here’s a more detailed description:  

JUMBO print, 32-point font size in Times New Roman and 26-point font size in Arial (large print books usually have 16- to 18-point font size). 250 Bible verses, including many of the best known and most frequently cited. 100 EASY word search puzzles based on the Bible verses. A Completion Chart for tracking progress. Ample width and quality binding, allowing the book to stay open easily. Enjoy quality word search puzzles based on some of the most popular and uplifting verses in the King James Bible! For more puzzle books in large and jumbo print, just click the author’s name or search for puzzlefast or King James Bible Word Search!
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**Customer Reviews**

I normally buy the KJV Bible Word-Find: Volumes 1 through 4 but they don’t have anymore so I took
a chance on this Bible Word Find and its well worth it. There are 3 times the amount of Bible Word Finds than the KJV Bible Word-Find. Don’t get me wrong if KJV Bible Word Find: Volume 5 arrives; God willing, if I live, I will buy it, too.

I am speaking for my wife who loves theses kind of puzzles especially the Bible Word Search ones. They are hard to find but, I manage to them on from time to time. Remember Happy Wife / Happy Life! Thank you !!!

I purchased this word search book for my mom, who is a fan of the Bible theme word search books, and she loves it. It has easy to see, large letters, and has a pretty cover. This will definitely keep her busy. Good quality and arrived on time.

I did a couple of puzzles and I found words that was not in the puzzle. In the first puzzle the word (deep) was not there, it was there as (peep)… Puzzle number four the word (keepeth) was not there, it was there as (keepth). I was disappointed.

This is a very nice large-sized, large-print puzzle book that feels good in your hands. Could be given as a gift or awarded as a prize. Due to the very large print, the puzzles aren’t especially difficult. Great for children or seniors, okay for anyone who enjoys a casual Bible word search, but not suitable for word search experts looking to be challenged.

Finding the words in the grid is super simple—very little overlap. What makes it hard is sorting out the underlined words to find. Also the words themselves is hard for me. Not a fan of kjv. Don’t know meanings of some words ex iniquities & don’t understand some of the verses at all/no sense to me. Therefore I figure if important enough to put in a puzzle book important enough to know. So turned it into a bible study. Take the verses & look it up using nlt or niv. I’m in my 60s & still kind of new to the bible so simpler the better.

I purchased it for someone else. He enjoyed the puzzles except for some of the puzzles didn’t have the word in the search.

is a fantastic book. My 97 year old mo works on it daily. thankyo.
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